An electro-optic modulator (EOM) has been added to a passive mode-locked Nd:glass laser in order to slow Q-switch the cavity. This guarantees that the laser will work near threshold even if the gain ofthe laser medium or the losses change from shot to shot. The losses at the EOM are used as the output coupling. This new configuration allows more reliable operation of the system. , : J-
this fact. The degree above threshold at which the system is set can be adjusted with 7. A photodiode was used to measure the fluorescence from the laser rod, and hence the population inversion was determined. The modulator was then triggered at a fixed value ofthe population inversion as shown in Fig. 2 , compensating in this way fluctuations in the pump energy. A Brewster-Brewster cut Owens-Illinois ED-2 Nd:glass 3 X~-in. laser rod was used.
The dye was a solution of Eastman 9860 compound in 1,2 dycloroethane, and flowed through a 0.3-mm-thick cell contacted to the plane mirror. Both mirrors had 100% reflectivity.
Following New," we can compute the gain G u ofthe system when the nonlinear process starts by means of the following equations: As shown theoretically by the fluctuation model.l'? it is necessary to pump a laser very near threshold in order to obtain reliable mode locking in solid-state lasers with saturable absorbers. Therefore great effort has to be made to obtain very stable power supplies: adjustment of the dye transmittance has to be critically set, with the additional drawbacks that the dye decomposes and that its transmittance changes with temperature at about 1% per ·C; mechanical mountings and alignment must also be carefully set.
• 5
We describe here a new configuration in which a slow Q switch guarantees that the laser will work near threshold even if any of the previously mentioned parameters changes from shot to shot. Figure 1shows a schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. The electro-optic modulator (EOM) is set at an initial voltage that inhibits feedback to the cavity. When it is switched the voltage decreases exponentially very slowly with a time constant 7. In this way the output coupling is varied until at some voltage V o the threshold is reached and laser action-begins. The voltage keeps on decreasing, and in this way the system is set just above threshold. Any change in such laser parameters as gain, dye transmittance, or any other loss variation will not modifỹ A typical pulse trace is shown in Fig. 3 . To measure the pulse width by two-photon fluorescence (TPF), it was first amplified by a double pass through a 3 X A-in. laser rod, and the pulse-train energy obtained was about 20 mJ. The TPF pattern showed an average of 13 ps over the whole train with a contrast ratio between 2.S and 3. The system worked well during a whole month without renewing the dye.
The transmittance changed from 70% to SO% owing to degradation of the solution with no significant deterioration of the reliability of the mode locking. This change in the transmittance would yield q; = 0.64, B; = 0.44, A = 3.6SX 10-4 , G; = 0.11, P = 1.07, that is, 7% above threshold, which remains a good parameter for the system, The system was also tested in the usual configuration, with an SO% reflecting mirror. In this case mode locking was never complete, and more than one pulse always appeared in one cavity period, showing very poor reliability. As was remarked before, no effort was made either to stabilize the pump energy or the dye transmittance. where the first equation means that gain G increases linearly with the number k of transits after the threshold is reached.
In our case this is not due to an increase in the amplification but to a decrease in the loss. M is the number ofmodes in spectral profile a = 2(ln2)1/2; N is the number of peaks at k = k nl , that is, when the nonlinear stage begins; F o is the photon flux per mode at k = 0; A is the total linear loss per transit; Fis the photon flux at k nl , Fa is the photon flux if the amplifier depletion becomes significant before the onset of absorber nonlinearity, otherwiseF = F b ; B; is the small signalloss of the absorber, T 1b is its relaxation time, and Ub its cross section; U a is the transition cross section ofthe amplifier medium, Pab is the ratio of the beam area at the amplifier medium and the absorber; R is a statistical parameter; and T cav is the transit time in the cavity.
As the EOM decay time r was much smaller than the decay time of the population inversion, this was considered as a constant. Hence the transmittance of the EOM-polarizer system is
